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ABSTRACT 
Ti tle of Thesis s Soni c Li mit Si ng ularit es in the Hodograph Method 
r.' I 
· Steven H~ Schot 9 Doctor of Philosophy9 1958 
r If . -, 
... 
Thesis directed byg Geoffr ey So S . Ludf ord 9 Ass oc iate Professor / 
De partment of Ma the matics and Ins titut e for Fluid 
Dynamics and Appl i ed Mathematicso 
In the hodograph t ransf ormati on)int roduced t o l i nearize the equations 
governi ng the two-dimensional i nvi3c id potenti al flow of a c ompr e.; ::ilble 
fluid 9 there may appear so=called limit- poi nt s and limit- lines at which 
the Jae obian ./ l"" d(x,y)/ ?(q9G) of the transformation vanisheso This 
thesis investigate s the se s ingularities when they occur at points or seg-
ments of arc of the soni c line (Mach numbe r unity) o 
Assuming the streamfunction t o be r e gul ar in t he hodograph variables 9 
i t is shown that s onic l i mit points cann ot be i solated but must lie on a 
s upe r sonic limit line or form a sonic l i mit l i ne [cf o Ho Ge i ringer 9 Math o 
Zeitschro .9 ~ (1956) 9 514=524] o Using this dichotomy a classification 
of sonic lim:it points i s. set up and certai n geometrical properties of the 
mappin g ·n the neighborhood of the singularity are discus sed , I n particu~ 
lar the general sonic limit line is shown to be an e~uipotential and an 
isovel9 an envelope of both families of characteristics9 and the locus 
i ~o c I i'"e.5 
of cus ps of the streamlines and the .is~o tlows conta ning sonic limit 
lines may be c ons t r ucted by forming suitabl e linear combinations of the 
Chaplygin product solut ions for any val ue of the separati on constant n> Oo 
for n less than a certai n value n and great er than zero (n • 0 corresponds 
0 
to the well- known r adial flow) 9 the se flow s r epr esent a compressible 
I , 
analogue of the incompressible corner f lows and may be envisaged as taking 
place on a quadruply-sheeted surfaceo The sheets are joined at a super-
sonic limit line and at the sonic limit line which has the s hape of a 
hypocycl oid (n > 1) 9 cycloid (n .. 1) 9 or epicycloid (n < 1) o To exem= 
plify the general behavior, the flow s are constructed explicitly for 
n ~ ½, 1 9 and 2o The shape of the sonic limit line is also discussed 
when solutions corresponding to dif ferent n are superposed, and it is 
shown how then the supersonic limit line can be eliminated so that an 
isolated sonic limit line is obtained o A flow containing such an iso-
lated soni c limit line is presentedo An appendix derives the a.::,"r!lptotic 
solution for large values of n which corresponds to the sonic limit solu-
tiono 
The above r esults have been published in part in Ma.tho Zeitschro9 67~ 
{1957) 9 229-23'7 o Other portions of this thesis will appear in two papers 
2.. 
i n Archive Rational Mech. and Analog %., (1958) 0 
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I. Introductiono One method of obtaining exact solutions of the non-
linear partial differential equations which govern the plane steady 
irrotational non~viscous flow of a compressible gas is the so- called 
hodograph methodo This method.i first introduced by Chaplygin [ l] .i con-
sists in making a transformation from the physical plane of flow variables 
X.iY to the hodograph plane of velocity components U.9V (or equivalently qllg ) 
so as to linearize the equations of motiono The problem has then been re-
duced to finding a solution of the linear e~uations in the hodograph plane 
and applying the inverse mapping to determine the corresponding flow in 
the physical planeo 
One of the difficulties in the method is that the inverse mapping 
may break down.i ioeo there may be lines in the physical plane along which 
the Jacobian of the hodograph transformation vanishes.i and in the neighbor-
hood of such lines a multiply-covered region in the physical plane corre-
sponds to a simply-covered re gion in the hodograph planeo Such singular 
curves in the physical plane are call~d limit }ine ~ and their hodograph 
• images critical curves [21]. It is precisely this breakdown of the 
mapping which is one of the salient features of nonline arity in the 
underlying equationso 
It is well-known that limit lines cannot occur in the subsonic region 
(cf. Sec. II) o 
,. 
Sometimes we will use the term limit line loosely to refer to the break-
down curve in the hodograph also.i in the same sense that the term ''stream-
line" is used to denote the curve in the physical plane as well as its 
hodograph image o 
In the supersonic r egion limi t lines have been s tudied in great de-
tail [ 2) 9 [ 16) 9 [ 2}.j 9 and [ 22j o The most c ons picuous property of such 
singularities is that two flows meet at such a lineo This of course leads 
to a physically impossible situation9 and hence the limit line may be said 
to imply breakdown of the continuous potential flow and signal the occur-
rence of a shocko It has been shown however [21] 9 that the smooth potential 
flow cannot be continued beyond the limit line by simply replacing the latter 
by a shock . 
The case M ~ 1 has been inadequately treated in the l iteratureo The 
only known example of a flow with a limit line along which M = 1 was the 
familiar (source) flow found by 00 Io Taylor [19] o In one of the early 
papers on limit lines Ringleb stated erroneously that this is the only 
possible flow exhibiting such a limit line and that all otrer sonic litnit 
singularities must occur at isolated points [169 po 382 ff . ] o Conse-
quently sonic limit singularities have been neglected altogether and are 
not even discussed in textbook treatments of the subject [1.0J and [17) o 
Recently Hilda Geir,inger [ 7] gave a new general treatment of limit 
lines and pointed out that limit singularities which fall along a whole 
non-degenerate segment of the sonic line may in fact occur in flows which 
have no source-like charactero She called such lines sonic limit lineso 
Geiringer did not construct such a flow, but based her conclusion on a 
classification of sonic limit singularities in terms of the vanishing of 
the derivatives of the stream- and potential- function in the character-
istic directionso Certain objections may however be raised about this 
classification (see Seco III and the following remarks) o 
In a subsequent paper, Ludford and Schot [lJ] showed how to construct 
-?i 
flows c ontaining sonic limit lines by the hodograph method and explicitly 
constructed a sonic limit line flow which has no source - like character ~. 
Moreover they proved certain geometric properties of the general sonic 
limit line . It soon appeared that imposi ng the limit line condition at 
M = 1 singled out an interesting class of solutions which could be dis-
cussed in much more general terms. 
The present thesis is an attempt to discuss as exhaustively as 
possible the limit singularities for the case MG 1. First we showy 
assuming the streamfunction to be a r egular function of the hodograph 
variablesy that a sonic limit singularity cannot be isolated but must 
lie either on a sonic line or on a supersonic limit line . Maki ng use 
of this dichotomy we then give a new classification of sonic limit sin-
gularities which is based on the vanishing of the derivatives of the 
streamfunction with respect to the hodograph variables q and 9. This 
classification is believed to be superior to the one given by Geiringer 
and originally adopted by Ludford and Schot y in that it avoids the in-
distinctness of the characteristic variables at the sonic circle. Next 
we turn to a detailed discussion of the geometric properties in the neigh-
borhood of the sonic singular point and line. The treatment of the geom-
etry of the sonic limit line is based on Craggs 1 concept of an exceptional 
direction [ 2] which proved so useful in the theory of limit lines in the 
supe rsonic region. It wil l appear that the behavior in the neighborhood 
is partly different from that of the ordinary ( supersonic) limit line. 
In the second part we show how flows containing sonic limit lines 
may be constructed by forming suitable linear combinations of the Cha ply gin 
This is the flow reproduced in Sec . X corresponding to n. ~ lo 
4 
product solutions of the linear hodograph equat ions f or any value of t he 
separation constant n =: O. This corresponds to giving certain Cauchy 
data along the sonic circle. For the case of general n (which may be 
supposed =: 0) the corresponding class of flows has certain well- defined 
geometrical featureso l<'or n less than a certain value n0 ll a typical soni c 
limit line flow in the physical plane represents a compressible analogue 
of the incompressible flow about a corner (with certain corner angle)ll 
and may be envisaged as taking place on a quadruply-sheeted surfaceo The 
sheets are joined at a supersonic limit line and at the sonic limit line 
which has the shape of a portion of a hypocycloid (n > 1), cycloid (n ·c 1) ll 
or epicycloid (n < 1). In certain cases, portions of the same sheet over-
lap in the largeo In addition we discuss the shape of the soni c limit 
line when solutions corresponding to different n are superposed and show 
how then the supersonic limit line can be eliminatedll so that an isolated 
sonic limit line is obtainedo An explicit fl ow c ontaining such an iso-
lated sonic limit line is constructed in Seco XIL 
In the appendix we ·derive the asymptotic solution for large values 
of n which corresponds to the sonic limit line s olution. The derivation 
makes use of I.anger's method for finding asymptotic s olutions of certain 
ordinary differential equations in the neighborhood of a turning point [ 9]o 
II . Basic equations. We start by giving the basic equations and r elati ons 
in the theory of the hodograph method which are needed in the l ater dis-
cussiono 
The two-dimensional, steadyll irrotational ll i sentropi c f low of a 
compr essible fluid may be described by a velocity potential ¢ (xlly) and 
5 
stream function 1/l(x , y) satisfying 
(1) and 
2 2 2 2 (a - u ) ,jl - 2uv "f_ + (a - v ) t/1 ;,:: 0 
xx xy yy 
re spectively, where 
(2) u"" q:ix "' 1 )/, 
. p 'f'y ' 
are the r ectangular components of the velocity vector q of the flow, 
is the square of the local speed of sound, 
the density, and y, the adi~batic exponent of the gas o 
The e4uations (1) can be linearized by straightforward change of the 
i ndependent variables x,y to a set of polar hodograph coordinates q,9 , 
where q is the magnitude of the flow velocity vector, and G its inclina-
tion relative to the x-axiso This transformation may be effected by 
writing (2) in the form 
( 3) 
d (/> /Iii U dx + V dy 
1 d 'f F U dx - V dy, p 
solving for dx and dy in terms of dq and dG 
(4) 
dx "'¼{ [cos G 1\ - ¼ sin G ifq]dq + [cos G (/)G - ¼ sin G 19 JdG} 
dy •¼{[sing (/)q· +¼cos e cfq]dq + [sin e,rp9 +¼cos ey9Jcte} 
6 
and applying the integrability c onditiono The fl ow equations in the hodo·-
graph plane then bec ome the well-known Chaplygin equations 
( 5) 
:cw - 1) ~ 9 f" pq ¢q, 
~g _, ;JPq 
where the "Mach number'' M has been written for the ratio q/a . 
In the hyperbolic domain of the above partial differentia l equations (1) 
and (5) for ¢ and 1 one may define two families of real characteristics 
(8) c+: f "' tan(9 + a), C- : f "' tan(9 - a) 
in the physical plane, and correspondingly 
(7) d9 1 -1/f' dq q tan a ' 
d9 c,r: _ 1 
dq q tan a 
- 11 i n the hodograph plane, with the Mach angle a p sin Mo The characteris-
tics i n the hodograph plane (7) are fixed and ~epresent the well-known 
Prandtl- Busemann epicycloidso 
dinates f( q j9) , p(q,9) by 
q 
... j v1J2 r,-2i -i. l dq - 9 , 
then 
(8 ) 
If we introduce new "characteristic " c oor-
"I/? r& q tan a )/' q + 1/ g • 
Eliminating ¢ from the system (5) there results a differential equat i on 
( 9) 
7 
The general solution of equation (9) was first given by Chaplygin [l] and 
will be discussed in Sec. VI. 
Once a solution tJ(q,G) of Eq. (9) has been found, the coordinates x,y 
as functions of q ,& are given by (4). There remains the problem of in-
verting these functions to obtain the solution in the physical plane, 
namely q,& as functions of x,y. This inversion can be carried out when-
--o(xetl 
ever the Jae obian of the transformation ..,/ ,c O (q~G) does not vanish. 
From (4) and (5) 
Since p and Mare given functions of q, the points where breakdown of the 
mapping may occur are determined once a solution of Eq. (9) is given. 
Obviously when M < 1, ._/ can vanish only when and ¥9 16'. 0 which 
i mplies by (5) ¢ ,.. 0 .' It is easily seen that this can 
q 
happen only at isolated points if we exclude the solution ¢ "" constant 
from our discussion. However, when M> 1, .Jean vanish in general along 
an entir e curve in the hodograph plane. Such a curve i s generally called 
• a critical curve and its image in the flow plane is called a limit line. 
A study of the hodograph mapping in a neighborhood of the limit line 
has been made by several authors [2], [16], [21], and [22]. Certain geo-
metric properties may be shown always to hold at a limit line . As an ex-
ample we only mention the cusping of streamlines and one family of Mach 
lines, the enveloping of equipotentials and the other family of Mach lines 9 
and the fact that the acceleration of the fluid particles becomes infinite 
on r eaching the limit line. 
)f See the footnote on p. 1. 
8 
The discussion of limit lines in t he supersonic r egion is simplified 
by writing Jin terms of derivatives with re spect to characteristic var-
iables }: and 1 rather than with respect to q and Go This type of treat-
ment was first systematically applied by Geiringer [?J o Thus from (8) 
(10) 
By considering the vanishing of various f actors in the l ast member, dif-
ferent cases may be distinguishedo Thus in the supers onic region we may 
differentiate between the cases ~J "'o, ?t? f o 9 ¥'1 r o, "/?? ,;a O J 
and ft "' 11 ,,. Oo From the implicit functio~ theorem it may be seen that 
singularities of the first two kinds always occur along curve s in the phys-
ical pl ane o Craggs calls a line in the physical plane where ¥1 "' O, ¥? f 0 
'a limit line ot"1 and one along which ft f O, :?t7"" 0 ali __ · rrn_· t_l_i_n_e_.;c_2_. ¥ 
The point of intersection of two such curves such that ¥,J ... ?t? .. 0 is 
called a double limit point. (See e.go Craggs' doublet (3].) 
IIL Non-isol ation and classification of the sonic limit pointo When M = 1 
(i.e. a = 90°) the Jacobian~ can vanish without ~3 or Jt7 vanishing. In 
analogy with the treatment of supersonic singularities i t is tempting to 
build up a classification of sonic limit singularitie s in terms of the van-
ishing of the factors cot2a, '1ft, and ?t? in (10) . This was done by 
Geiringer in (7] and adopted in [11]. Such a classification is not very 
useful however, since the characteristic directions become indistinct at 
the sonic circle and the derivatives ~} and ~? must be interpreted as 
limits as M-+ lo In many actual flow examples the behavior of these 
• Their images in the hodograph plane will be denoted by 11 and 12 re-
spective ly . 
quantitie s depends on the curve in the hodograph plane along which the 
s onic circle is approached•. 
9 
In this and the following secti ons we will present a new classifica-
tion which i s based on the vanishing of the derivatives of i with r e spect 
to q and G where ¥, is assumed to be a regular function of the hodograph 
variables . The main theorem proved in this section establishes that every 
sonic limit point must lie on some kind of limit .line. This line e i ther 
consists of other sonic limit points - and is then called a sonic limit 
line - or it consists of supersonic limit points 9 in which case the point 
i s called a sonic point on a supersonic limit line . Using this dichotomy9 
we first examine and discuss the various singular points which may occur 
on a sonic limit line in Sec . IV. Besides the geometry in the neighbor-
hood of the s onic limit line itself we discuss several types of higher-
order limit points on a sonic limit line which are believed not to have 
been exhibited before 9 but occur i n several of the flow examples con-
structed in the later sections . Sonic points on a supersonic limit line 
are di scus sed i n Sec . V. 
)t For example, in Ringleb's flow [5], where 
st "' k sin g q 
and hence from (8) 
¥1 = - ~(sin G tan a+ cos G) "¥,? ~ - ~(sin G tan a - cos G) 
we have that y,1 -+ 0 as g--+ O and ,t~-+ 0 as g+-+ 0 at q • qt 9 
g ~ O when these limits are approached along the branches of the super-
sonic limit line cos g ,. + sin a. For all other curves of approach in 
the hodograph 9 the limit:;; y1 and 'Jt 1 fail to exist and one cannot clas-
sify the point q ~ ~ 9 g ~ O according to the above scheme . 
Theorem 1: The Jacobian ..J = -
M = 1 (q "" 'lt) if and only if 
Proof: Clear, from the assumption that 
ol-1) 7/g2 ] vanishes for 
and hence fr is regular. g 
10 
A point at which Mr- 1 , "')I, "'0 
rq ' ~ f O will be called an ordinary 
sonic limit point. and one at which M ""1, ~ ""o, 
' 4. 
7/, ~ O will be called r g 
a higher-order sonic limit point. It follows immediately from Chaplygin's 
equation that at a sonic limit point ~ = o. qq 
A line along which M « 1, ?t "" O is called a sonic limit line,. ..t.='t • q 
Along such a line ~ • q 
1 qq ,= ?tqqg ;;:; ¥ qqgg .. 
Theorem 2t Every sonic point on a straight streamline is a sonic limit point. 
Proof: On a straight streamline d it, "" O, dG "" 0 , and hence 
?;, dq + q "?t d& "" 0 implies g 
Theorem 3s A s onic limit line consisting entirely of higher-order sonic 
limit points does not exist. 
Proof: On such a line we would have M :;;; 1, 5t = O, ¥ = O and hence q g 
Theorem 4: Every ordinary sonic limit point lies on a sonic or supersonic 
limit line . 
Proof: At an ordinary sonic limit point M"" 1, 
hence 
1t: ""o, ft f O and q g 
11 
~ ( 1 1 ' F =2¥ '1/-'. - 2 ,f,[f -·---· ,..0 g q qg g gg l 2 2 
a q . 
and by the implicit function theor em the re exists a curve q ""f(g) through the 
point on which F = 0 with the direction 
£9. - F~. 
de "" F .,. O j q "' const. 
q 
For higher-order sonic l imit points the non-isolation of the point cannot 
be deduced from the implicit function theorem since Fq ~Fe~ O (and if Fqg = 0 
2 
then F /"\ - F F "" 0). To handle this case we consider the sign of q1:,- qq 00 
F±. "" <j, q .! (~=-i/q) 1? g on certain f amilies of curves in the neighbor-
hood of the point . 
Lemma: If at a sonic point all derivatives of ]t with respect to q and e 
vanish up to and including the n 1th or derj then all derivatives of order n+l 
vanishj except possibly 1t and 'J/; • 
qf}.~ g~~?Jt 
Proof: This follows by successive diff erentiation of Chaplygin's equation (9). 
Thus the discussion of the general higher-order sonic limit point where 
all derivatives of 1t' up to and including the n ' th order vanish can be broken 
down into the f ollowing two cases: 
(a) 
(b) 
The first (in the order of decreasing q-subscr ipts) non-vanishin g deriva-
tive of 0 
~. 0 °fo I+- •,, .. 
The f irst non- vanishing derivative of ¥ 
~ of (n+l) s t order is 
is ¥ . qe •.• e 
~
In the second casej we have to consider n odd and n even separately. 
12 
Theorem 5: In case (a) the sonic limit point is not isolated. 
Proof: Let 
. t)f 
Then expanding in a neighborhood of the 
poin , 
so that 
F = 
+ 
.,, 2:: cO(cq, ee/n+2 
q 
{t; 2 .. k2( 6G /n + a; ( cq , 00 /n+ 1 
g 
Thus on the straight line 6q ~ m 6G through the point the principal part 
of F behaves as follows 
F 
(cg)2n+l 
y+l --2 
= - 3 k m. ~ 
Thus for sufficiently small 5Q f O 
we have that F ~ 0 according as 
6q = m 6B ~ O. This means t hat F 
takes on positive and negative 
values for various choices of the 
parameter mas shown in Fig. 1. 
Now 1" is a continuous function 
on any small circle C about the point 
\F -o 
Fig. 1 
and hence there exist points on C such that }' "' o. Thus F must vanish on a 
curve through the point, and this curve cannot lie in the subsonic re gion, 
where 
cP(cq,OO )n denotes a regular function of 6q and 00 with terms (6q )k(oo)1 
k + J. ::= n. 
1~ 
since limit points are isolated there o 
Theorem 6: In case (b ) with n odd the sonic limit point is a sonic point on 
a supersonic limit line o 
Proof : The f act that the first nonvanishing derivative of 1'?q with respect 
to 9 is of odd order implies by Taylor 1 s theorem that ]? changes sign on 
q 
q; qt o This implies that the con~ 
+ tinuous function F ;,: ' I/, + c)M2- liq) .., ,, 
· q t'Q 
tends to values with opposite signs 
at the ends of any sufficiently small 
"semicircle" C about the point on the 
supersonic side o (See Fig o 2o ) Hence 
}+; 0 for some supersonic point on 
this se micircle o The same result 
F•O 
-- -, C / 
' \ / 
-==:~ 
........,.. ' 
/ '"-, 
Figo 2 
Lemma r Consider case (b) wi th n even and the derivatives of )to of order 
1 + n + k at the pointo Then fork= 1,2,ooo,n/2, 
{ 0 ' p < n - 2k, ("fq)q ooo Y, Gooott "" --- .._,. 
""-1'.Ji.-,,,, t' K(k) ~ p "" n - 2k, ({Goo o9 ' 
--?i. 
and fork ::: 1,2 9000, n/2 - 1, 
' 
p < n - 2k - 1, 
); p ,,. n - 2k - 1, 
q@o o o9 9 
.....___, 
)t 
where, apart from k, K(k) depend s only on the first derivative of (1- M2)/q2 
14 
at M = 1 . That is 9 the first nonvanishing derivati ve of order 1 + n +kin 
the order of decreasing q- subscripts contains 1+3k differentiations with 
respect to q and i s a multiple of 7i- only. qG • •• 9 
- -h 
,Ero of: Successive differentiation of Cha ply gin I s equation (9 ) shows that 
all derivatives of l? of order 1 + n + k which involve more than 1+3k dif-· 
ferentiations with respect to q can be expressed in terms of derivatives of 
order n and lower 9 and derivatives of order l+n other than ~ and q9. 0 .9 
h 
~ • By the previous lemma, then 9 these derivatives of order l+n+k g~ 
>t 
must vanish at the point . 
Similarly9 we see that the derivative of order l+n-t·k which involves 
precisely 1+3k differentiations with respect to q can be expressed in terms 
of }? a s indicatedo 
qQ • • • G 
-->i 
It is important to note that the same re s ults [including the func-
tion K(k)J, are obtained if in Chaplygin ' s equation the coefficient (1-M2)/q2 
is replaced by the first term in its Taylor expansion at M -= 1, and the 
coefficient of )1., is replaced by zero. Thus instead of Chaplygin's equa-
q 
tion we may consider Tricomi ' s equation 
(11) ¥ - Yt/,, = O, 
.YY xx 
whenever we are concerned solely with the derivatives indicated in the lerruna 0 
Theorem 7: In case (b) with n even the sonic limit point is a sonic point 
on a supersonic limit line . 
Proof: From the lemma, the sum of the leading terms ( one for each k) i n the 
15 
Taylor expansion of lt:!:. ~ ")t q .:!:. ([J - 1/q) Y:G on the semi- cubical parabola 
,3/ ' 3/2 3 llJ ( v ( y+l)/ qt3 oq) ,.. 2 p ff2> is a multi ple of )t o Now .9 from the q9 . 0 08• 
-->t 
remark above it is clear that the same leading terms result if Tricomi' s 
y3/2 ,.. dp Xo 
2 
+ 1,_ 
equation (11) is used and G- "' 1? + y 2 'll is expanded on y - 'rx 
Moreover.9 these leading terms remain unaltered i f we construct any other 
solution of Tricomi's equation which gives the same {t at the point 
yx......::_::_::.~ 
>t 
considered and has the same earlier derivatives equal t o zero there o 
• 
Now it is well known [23] that the general solution of Tricomi's equa-
tion is given by 
* From the lemma.9 the principal parts of the Taylor expansions of 
1t, about the point reduce to 
G 
'f,, and q 
3k n- 2k 
1 ( n+k ) K(k) 1tq~-':.~0/ Bq) ( 00) 
(n+k) 2 3k >t 
+ 1 (n+k')K(k) v (Bq)3k+l(~)n-2k-l (n+k) ! 3k+ 1 :rqG ••• @ 
~ 
+ 3,,---, 3/2 
Hence the principal part of F- on ( V ( y+l)4i3 oq.) "' jP 00 is 
F.:!:. == f [ --¾- + l n. 
k-~ 
~ 
k ... l 
k..J!-1 ~ 1 (n+k) 3 2k+l ( ( n ~ (n+k)T 3k+l [(3k- l) 00 . 80S 0 2](2p) ] ) )q~ ~) 0 
n. 
+ However.9 it is difficult to discuss changes in sign of F- from this representation. 
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f( 1 ) 1 
,1. 3 J '1:' [x + ~y3/ 2(2t-l))t - S/6(1- t) - S/Sdt 
'f' = r2(1) v 
6 0 
where 
't" (x) = )k(x ,o) , v(x) = [-Ul d y J y'PQ 
a nd in view of the above results we select the solution determined by the 
Cauchy data 
v(x) = O, 
namely 
f(Q) fl 2 3/2 n - l/6 - l/6 f "" a _ _Ly [ x+3y (2t - l)] t (1-t) dt. r2 ( 9..) 
6 0 
+ 
Forming G- , we have 
· 3 2 n-1 31 2 3 2 - 6 - 1 6 1 / / } l/ f [ x+iy (2t-l)) [ xiy (2t-l) +ny / ( 2t- l .::!:l] t ( 1-t) / dt, 
0 
and on 3/2 3px y ,..,2 
+ r(2) fl n- 1 3 3 - 1/6 -1/6 • G- (p) = axn 3 (l+p(2t- l)] [l+p(l+-n) (2t-l).:2np] t (1- t) dt . 
r2c¾) o 2 
+ 
Vie now show that a-(p) changes s ign for certain values of p . Assume 
t hat a 1 ¥ = n.' > 0. Then for p = 0 we have 
• 
~·· .x ~ 
.: n r(i) 
G (0) "" ax r2(.9.) 
6 
1 J - l/6 -l/6 n t (1- t) dt 1= ax > o, 
0 
This integral is of course identical with the cor responding polynomial 
appearin g i n the previous footnote . 
and for the char acteristic p = 1 of the Tricomi equation 
5 
G+(l) = a:xn r(I) 2n-l r1 [2+3nt]tn- 7/ 6(1- t) - l/ 6ctt 
and 
n ;: ax 
~(5) { . 
n- 1 2 (2+3n) > 0 9 
5 
f(3) n-1 1 n-7/6 -1/6 a:xn -- 2 J [ 2t- 3n(l- t)]t (l·-t) dt 
r2<i) 0 
n 
= -ax 
Similarly we have for the other characteristic p "' - 1 9 
n r(i) n-1 1 3 - 3 - 1/6 n-7/6 
"' ax ~ 2 J [1-(1+2n)(2t-1) + 2n] t (1-t) dt. (6) 0 
Now letting t ~ 1-s 
3 - 3 - 1/6 n- 1/6 [1+(1?) (2s-l) + 2nJ (1-s) s ds 
+ + 
s o that G-( - 1) = G (1) and hence 
G-(-1) > O and G+(-1) < O. 
p .. 00 3/2 3 Thus on y = 2px the quantity / 
/ + / 
l ? 
a- takes on positive and negative p •-1 
' 
' 
' \ 
/ 
" 
p = 1 
values in the neighborhood of the 
point as shown in Fig. 3 and there 
must be at least two supersonic 
. + 
curves on which G ~ 0 and two 
supersonic curves on which G- "'0 
entering the point . 
(G H,..., l ;AC'T E ~ I.S,T IC) 
+ 
G+,,.o-----
+ 
+ 
\ 
' \ I + I 
(Ct-t A R 4C"f 1;~ 16r 1c..) 
-----------f-------+-v 
p~o 
F'ig. 3 
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With these results we can set up a classificati on of sonic limit 
(point) singul aritie s in the hodograph method o 
CLASSIF'ICATION OF SONIC LIMIT POINTS 
(1) Poi nt on a sonic limit line ( ¥ _ O on M "' 1) 
q 
(2) 
(a) Ordinary point ( -Y,, f, 0). 
G 
(b) Higher- order point ( ¥ = O) o 
G 
(i) Higher order point such that )? f Oo 
GG 
( ii) Higher order point such that ¥ • Oo 
9G 
Point on a supersonic limit line ( ¥: "' 0 at the point, q 
but ¥q f O in a nei ghb orhood of the point on M = 1) 
(a) 
(b) 
Ordinary point ( ¥. f O) o 
G 
Higher-order point ( ¥, ;::: O) o 
G 
(i) First non-vanishing derivativE:: is of the type V99• 0 g • 
-
,.,.?t. 
(ii) First non- vanishing derivative is of the type ~ qG •• G 
'--"" 
I+"' 
IV . Point on a sonic limit lineo (a) Ord inary point ( st,9 ~ . (Examples 
of s uch points are found · in the radial flow and in the flows discussed in 
Sec . VI.) 
Since st,
9 
can vanish only at isolated points of the s onic limit line 
(Theorem 3) this may be considered to be a typical point of a sonic limit 
line 9 cCt o We show that for such a point the geometry may be discussed 
j ust as in the case of an ordinary point of the ol'
1 
or ~ 2 in the supersonic 
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r egion, but differs from both of the se . 
The or em 8 : Neither an 11 nor an .f2 can come into the point . 
Ero of : Since ¥q = 0 along the sonic circle q ,,. ~JI we have from Tayl or ' s 
Then ~ 1t / J7:i. ~ ~ ( 5qy½ jl formula applied to ¥, that 1/, -= c9 ( oq). q q q 
so that ¥1- = (q ~ / J M2-l ) - 'I/, tends 
s q g to the value - )\~ at q "" Clt 
irre spective of the path of approach. But if the sonic point of an 1 
1 
( on which ¥; • 0) is approached along the R1 , ?tr clearly tends to zero . 
Hence 1
9 
"'0 if such a point belongs to a s onic limit line . A similar 
argument holds for the 12 • 
The discus sion of the geometry in the neighborhood of the sonic limit 
line i s facilitated by Craggs' concept of "privileged" or "exceptional" 
direction [2] . An exceptional direction in our case is defined as a 
di r ection in the physical plane into which almost all directions at the 
c orresponding point in the hodograph plane map . 
Lemma: The exceptional direction at an ordinary sonic limit point is the 
radial di rection. 
Proof: Jtrom ( 5) and the definition of an o:t' we have 
t 
1>gd9 "' 0 
and hence from the transformation equations (3) 
(12) {
dx "" 
1 
_ l sin g d 11. ] "' - ',/,g sin 9 d9 q [cos 9 dip p r pq 
dy • l [ sin Q d C}l q + 1 C OS 9 d Y,, ] "' p 
¼ 
....Jz. cos g dQ • 
pq 
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Therefore 
(13) gx dx "' - cot G dG f O, 
and an element of any curve in the hodograph plane on which dG f O maps 
into an element with slope - cot G in the (xgy) - plane , i.e. normal to the 
streamline. Next, considering the map of a curve in the hodograph plane 
with dG ~ 0 as a parameter on the corresponding curve in the physical plane 
we find from the transformation equations (12) that dx/dq.9 dy/dq vanish, but 
d2x 1..Y::l)cos G 1/, - sin G ct
2G 
-- I# '>/; - -
dq2 5 Q pa Q dq2 pa (14) 
d2y ( Y-1) sin Q ¥g 4 cos G ¥ d2Q ,,,, dq2 pas pa G dq2 
Not both of these derivatives can vanish because the determinant of 1 and 
d2G/ dq.2 on the right is 
"" o. 
Hence the direction dQ ""O (i. e. the radial direction) is the excep-
tional direction and all curves in the hodograph plane having this direction 
map into cusped curves. 
Theorem 9: The c:lt is an e~uipotential and isovel, and the locus of cusps 
of the streamlines and isoclines. The characteristics are both tangent to 
the sonic line and lie on opposite sides of the isoclines (and hence stream-
lines). The acceleration of the fluid particles is infinite. 
Proof: From Chaplygin's equations (5) cp_ , .. O on the sonic line .9 so that 
G 
from d cp "" <p dG + (() dq .., ~ dq ..,, 0 Q q q the equipotential coincides with the 
i sove l and both have the 
For the streamlines 
non-exceptional q "" const . direction. 
dG '¥-i · d 2G 'ltg l?qq - ¥q 'jt§?g, 
we have - "" - .cg .,. O and - - "" - ~--:::.L.2.----"'--= 
dq ~ d 2 )t 2 
. q G 
.. 0.9 
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and for the 
rection and 
2 
isocline g_~ = 0 
dq2 
consequently map 
so that bot h of t hese have the exceptional di-
into cusped curve so 
+ Since the characteristics C and c- ar e per pendicular to the streamline 
+ = in the physical plane and since their images r and r are separated by the 
isocline in the hodograph plane they are both tangent to the sonic limit 
line in the physical plane and lie on opposite sides of the isoclineo 
The acceleration is given by b ,,, q( o q/ 'o s) i:; (q2/F) ¥, where s is 
e 
arc length a l ong the streamline9 hence at the poi nt b ~ OOo 
y 
/ 
.. , 
+ 
.- --C 
\:\ ,, 
II , ........ .._ 
II " 
: '. "-, streamline 
/ I '-
/ I 
I I 
'· 1 11.SOC ine 
X 
r~ 
\ 
\ 
I i socline 
I 
-ft 
L__ ______ J.._ ______ ~ u 
Figo 4: Geometry in the neighborhood of the sonic limit line 0 
Theorem__l_Q: If ¥89 f 0 9 the streamline in the hodograph inflects at the 
point on passing from the subsonic to the supersonic regi.ono 
Proof: First we note that there is a streamline through the point 0 This 
follows from the implicit function theorem since ~ f O at the pointo 
G 
Differentiating Chaplygin's equation (9) with respect to q and applying 
the conditions of an ordinary sonic limit point we have that "ltqqq f O if 
(and only if) ~ee f Oo Hence using q as parameter on the streamline we 
find that at the point 
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Theorem 11: Any curve in the physical plane without inflection can be a 
sonic limit line, the two flows which meet at it lying on the convex sideo 
Proof: Let the curve be denoted by y = f(x) and define the stream direction g 
at each point by 
( 15) 
Considering gas a parameter on the curve: x 3 g(G), y ~ h(e), we now set 
( 1 6) F(Et) "" - cosec Q g 1 (G) o; sec g h 1 (Q), 
and construct the hodograph solution 1, (q, G) which satisfies the conditions 
JI "' 0 
rq ' on q '"' 'lt, o 
Then the corresponding flow in the physical plane clearly contains a sonic 
limit line, whose coordinates, see (12) , are given by 
X "' - J F(9)sin g de ;: g(9) .9 
y ·"" J F'(G)cos g dG "" h(G) , 
when the integration constants are suitably choseno It is easily checked 
that the flow is unique , except for reversal of direction, since (1$ must 
hold at a sonic limit line ( see [13 ]) o 
Consider now the map of a radial element at the sonic line in the 
hodograph plane o By differentiating (4) , we find dx/dq ,. dy/dq ;;,: 0 and 
9 )t = (r:-l) cos 8 F(e) I'= (r- 1) h 1 (e), 
Tg 4 4 
~ <lt 
where ( 16) has been u·sed (cf o with the pr eirious lerruna.) o Hence whether the 
element points into the subsonic or supersonic regi on it maps into an element 
in the direction (h 1 (9) ,-g 1 (G)) perpendicular to the sonic limit line o But 
accor ding t o (J5) t f 11 (x)g 0 {G) 1=< cosec2 e, > I 0 9 so that g has the same sign 
as f " o Hence the image element points towards the convex side of the curve o 
(b) Higher- order sonic limit point on a sonic limit line o ( / g "" 0) 
Theorem 128 Any point at which an .R
1
Y or £29 or both meet a son ic limi t 
line is such a pointo 
Proof_: (See Theorem 8 0) 
Theorem 13: Neither an .R1 nor an / 2 can coincide with the sonic lineo 
Proof: This follows from Thmso 3 and l2o 
Corollaryg A sonic limit line cannot be an .el and/or P2 o 
( i) Higher·-order sonic limit point such that (Examples of 
flows with this type of singularity will be c onstructed in Sec ., VIo These are 
believed to be the first example s exhi bit i ng such a point o) 
Theorem 14: An odd number of 21 and an odd number of 1'2 ente r the point o 
Proof: As i n the proof of Thmo 8 we have 
since "¥_ c O along the sonic circle that 
q 
If f = (q t/, ;J~ -1) - "jt tends to the 
> q g. 
value - Y,~ at q ,., ~ o Now the function 
f r (q1e) is continuous on any suffi-
ciently small supersonic '' semicircle'' C 
about the p oint and tends to values with 
opposit e signs at the ends ( see Fig" 5 ) o 
11 ;; 0 
g 
'Y'r ,: o 
--, C I 
' / 
~ - / 
.-# I 
- - . -t . 
I ..._ 
,, ' 
M .. l 
Figo 5 
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Hence there exist an odd number of points on Cat which ?/,; "" 0 o Simi l arly 
Theorem 15: There is just one 1.
1 
and one f!2 entering the point a nd to-
llf gether they form a cusp of the first kind in the radial directi ono 
Making use of the conditions at the point V .. )/ "" 11 "' 11 = 0 r q ~oo >""qq >"'qe 9 
V f O (note that the sonic limit line condition is e mbodied i n '/t = O) , roo qg 
and the fact that , Jrir. f O only ::l.f ;v .'" 0 (cf. Thm. 10) , we have 
t"ie;<:7 f"qqq . 
F =F ::c f' = F ·"1' -~} ~Jo' ;;;}' = F "" 0 q G qq qe W ~qq qq@ oog. 9 
F '"' 6 Y, 2 f Oo qqqq qqq 
Thus the leading terms in the Taylor expansion of the curve 1' (q 9&) == 0 a r e 
Hence any branch enters the point either i n the q- direction or i n the @-direc-
tiono 
}'or any branch in t he y_-direction we may write OY. ;;, X y 6e ,,. ux 9 where u 
tends to zero with x 9 and in the x 9 u - plane this branch is det e rmined by 
G(x ~ u) = ..1...F '"' l [ 31" u2 J + J--x [ F + o o o J + o • • I'= O. 
x3 3 g qgg 4 J qqqq 
However 9 since t)G/ d x -= F /4! f O 9 the r e is a unique c urve qqqq 
F GQ 2 
X "' f ( u ) "" - 12 ~- U + • o • 
qqy_q 
throu gh the origi n o Its image (cusp of first kind) 
See [ 5 L where the method of our proof is given. 
in the hodograph plane therefore provides all branches (viz. two) of F 11= 0 
which enter in the radial direction. 
Similarly we see that there is only one branch entering in each of the 
positive and negative 9- directions. These together form the sonic limit line . 
Thus the cusp must be formed by a unique 1. and a unique ./ (cf. Thm. 14) . l 2 
Theorem 16: The sonic l imit line in the physical plane i s cusped at the 
i mage of the point . 
Proof: From the transformation equations (4) we have along a soni c limit 
line (using Q as a parameter) 
and 
dx 
dG 
d2x 1 
- - "" - (- cos G 1t ("\ - sin 9 Y:, ) • 
dE:l pq t7 GG ·' 
Hence we see that at the point both first derivatives 9 but not both second 
derivatives vanish . 
Theorem 17: The streamline 'jt (qyB ) ~ c which goes through the point in the 
hodograph plane has a cusp of the first kind at the point . The cusp tangent 
has the radial direction . 
Proof: I.et 1t = Y, - c . Then at the poi nt 
and hence 
(cf . Thm. 10) . The Taylor expansion of Y, about. t he point is 
-'t "' 2~ [ °¥ gg (l'G) 
2 ] + '3~ [ ?f 4.< c/ 6g,) 3 + o o o ] + o o o 
Thus according to [5 ] it can be seen that the curve Y, (q 9G) forms a single 
cusp of the first kind with cusp tangent in the radial directiono 
(ii) Higher order sonic limit point such that )'., "" Oo (An example of a 
00 
flow with this type of singularity will be presented in sec o XIIo) 
There exist cases where no supers onic limit line enters the point . A 
necessary condition in this case (cf . Thmo 14) is that 'Jt,G doe s not change 
sign on q c ~ · An example is presented in Sec . XII . 
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The sonic limit line need not be cusped at the image point in the physi-
cal plane. From the proof of Thm. 16 we see that at the point 
dx/dB ,... dy/dg. "" ct 2x/cte2 ,._.., d2y/dG2 "' 0 9 but if )t9gg f O then not both 
third derivatives vanish~ 
Theorem 18: If a supersoni c limi t line enters t he point i n the hodograph .i 
it is either perpendicular or tangent to the sonic limit line . 
~: Since the point lies on a sonic limit line 9 the first nonvanishing 
derivative must be of the type Y, f O (see Sec . I n ,. Then the expansion 
G ••• 8-
of Thm. 5 holds 
....___,, 
/-rh. 
F "" - _x+l i/(~)(cG)2n + &)(5q.i 00)2n+2 
'¾ '3 
and the curve on which F( q_
9
g.) "" o is either tangent (oq ""' 0) or perpendicular 
(cb "" 0) to the sonic circle o 
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Theorem 1~~ If ltOOG f 0 9 then the streamline 1/ (q~@) .,. c t hrough the poi nt 
has a tripl e point with three branches entering from t he subs oni c side, and 
one from t he supersonic side, all in the radial directiono Two of the branches 
on t he sub sonic side form a cusp of the first ki nd o 
Proo[: As i n Thmo 17 9 let 7£ ;, y.., - co Then at t he poi nt 
- -
Ye0 "' ,t,qqq "' llq,q& '"' v,qoo = o , 
}@Ge f o , ¥ w: 0 9 
~ qqq& 
... .rl j&ge f 0 9 ~ = 0 9 4.4.qq q3 qqqqq 
t 
and the Taylor expansion ab out the point is 
Thus any branch of the curve Y, (q,G) = 0 comi ng i nt o the point has the di rec-
tion BG I=' Oo Now let )/ / )/ '"' -3J( y+ 1)/ q. 3 
't'4.qqQ; 'f' 000 L, < 0 and 
b 1 "'" 3 i )/ / -;; and put 00 F' UX o 5q "' Xo Then t"qqqq@ 'f'goo , 
G(x 9 u) 
'2 i ~ /. 
~ V o r 1 .... 
0 -
x3 
3 
::; u + :x:[b~ ... . . . J + x2[ b 1u + ooo ] + 000 = 0 
and the curve G(x 9 u) = 0 enters along bux = 0 9 i.e. x "' 0 or u =c o. 
By re peat i ng t he a r gument as in the pr oof of Thmo 14 9 we find that the 
branch x • 0 c orresp onds to a uniy_ue curve, whose i mage in the hodograph 
forms a cusp of the fir st kindo 
s onic s i de of the sonic circle . 
3 
C - b ( oq) ,t O o o 
Since b < 0 9 this branch fall s on the sub-
By a s imilar analysis 9 the branch u • 0 may be shown t o c orre spond to 
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a unique curve , whose image in the hodograph passes through the point i n the 
radial directiono 
V. Sonic point 0£ a supersonic limit line. (a) Ordinary point (¥'G f 0) 
(Examples of such a point are found in the flows of Ringleb and of Temple 
and Yarwood . See e o g. [1~].) 
Theorem 20: The supersonic limit line is unique and is tangent to the sonic 
circle at the point . 
Pr oof: As in Thm. 4, we have at the point: F i;: F9 .. o, Fq f o. Hence 
there is a unique line q "' f ( 9) through the point on which F ( q,g) = 0 and 
it has the direction 
@.. • - F9 
d9 F' • o, q .. const • q 
Theorem 21: The geometry at the point in both physical and hodograph planes 
is the same as for an ordinary point of a sonic limit line. 
Proof: The directions of the isovel, equipotential, characteristics , stream-
line and isocline in the hodograph plane depend only on the property )/ ... 0 
'q ' 
¥,9 f Oat the point. Moreover the effect on these curves of the mapping 
from the hodograph into the physical plane depends only on fq "'o, ¥9 f 0 
at the point . (Cf. Thm. 9 and (2].) 
(b) Sonic point of a supersonic limit line: Higher- order point ( ?t9 = 0) 
( i) First nonvanishing derivative is of the type ¥, f O. 
-~& 
(The simplest 
, ...... 
example of this type of flow is one where n "" l y i. e . at the point: 
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'JL, q = )t(& = ~qq "' ~ qG = 0 9 'I/, GG f O o Such a f low can be c onstruct ed by 
s upe r position of Chaplygin sol uti ons as follow s : 
j -= AB +B f ~ dq + ½(sin G c os G) + CF2 (q)sin 20 
where F 2 (q ) "' q
2F(i9 - 3 :. 3, q2 :, A c - [ ~ F;(<\) 4 F2 (qt) ] / q,/ F; (qt ) 9 B = l/ptqt 9 
a nd C = 1/2~ 2 F~ (q_t. ) o) 
'.J:' he ore m ?Z..: The branche s of t he s upersoni c limi.t l ine c ome i nto the point 
t a nge ntially or pe r pe ndic ula r ly to the s oni c circle o 
Proof: As i n Th mo 5 the Ta yl or expansion of F ab out t he point i s 
F "' _ r: k2 ( oq) ( 00)2n + dJ(E,q :, cB)2n+2 
C1t, 
he nce t he c urve on which 1" = 0 ha s the direction oq "' O and/ or 00 "' 0 o 
(ii) First n onva nishin g de r i vative (4. dec r eas ing) is of the type Y,, f Oo 
~ 
(The s implest example of thi s type of flow is one whe re n .,. 1 9 L e o 
~ ... -y, b 'I/, ... o, 
q @ 4.q 
1L, f O o Suc h a point is q "" g__t 9 g. "" O in the flow qG 
Y, "' k9 + (J./g.) sin 9, where k == - 1/c\; ) 
The ore m 23: The b r anche s of t he supersonic limit line c ome into the point 
pe r pendicularly o 
l ')/ - k V /.. Oo P f let -'-·-- r - I 
_ rQ.Q._: n ! q9 ooo & 
---
1+11 
s e rie s of 1'' about the point 
Then as in Thmo 5 we find the Taylor 
F r. k V 2(oo)2n + 0( oq9 c:G)2n+l o 
Hence F = 0 has the d i r ect on 6G "" 0 o 
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VI . Sonic limit line fl ows for any n. The only known flow involving a 
sonic limit line is the radial (or "source") .flow. We will presently show 
how more general examples of flows with an .,et may be constructed by forming 
certain linear combinations of solutions of Chaplygin 1 s equation (9) . 
The discussion of the flow corresponding to a particular solution of 
2 the hodograph equation i s facilitated by mtroducing the variable 't' ~ q 
in place of q . With t his variable Chaplygin 1 s equations (5) take the form 
¢ .. 2't'(l ~ ,:)-~ lt 
G 't' (17) 
[ )/ ~+l 1 - (1 + 2~),:] 'r 9 "' = 2't'(l - -r) 1) 't" 
where ~ "'1/ (y-1) . On eliminating (J) we have 9 in place of (9) 9 
2,:(1..rc)~+l 2-_ [21:-(l-'t") - ~ _:pl/,] + [l - (1+2~h] .l2 .., o. 
?>,: o't' ?g2 
One solution of this equati on is the radial (source) flow /t "" k9 discussed 
by G. I. Taylor [19]. Other solutions may be obtained by the method of 
separation of variables: 
11 lt (18) ):'.: ( 't" ,9) ;a; J' (,:) sin nB "''t'2 H ('t') sin n9 
n n n 
where H (-r.) is, i n general, a combination of hypergeometric functions 9 
n 
>< F(l\-c') + ,: -nF ( 2) ( 1;) (21) H ('t') • 
n n n n 
)if~ 
1t 
» In general )t(,:,G) >= .P ('t')sin(n9-+e ) r= 't2 H (-r)sin(nB+e ) • Since the 
n n n n 
inclusion of the phase angle e merely amounts to a rotation of ax.<es in the 
n 
physical plane 9 there is no loss i n generality in taking e to be zero 
throughout the following discussion. n 
iu1 F~l) (,:) is the hyper geometric function 
00 
(1) ( r(n+l) ~ 
F n (,:) = F an , bn,n+l.9 ,:) = r(a )f(b ) 1-::., 
n n n-v 
( 19) 
r(an +k) f(bn +k) 
r(n+l+k) 
't'k 
o -
kJ 
with a + b = n-~, a b = - n(n+l) A The function F( 2 ) (,:) is given by 
n n n n 2 t-• n 
( 20) F (2 )(1;) $ F(a - n.b =n Q-n+l9,:) n n ., n · · 
whenever n f o,-1 3 -2, •••• When the index n is i ntegral and negative how-
ever, the solut ion 't'- 11'(2 )('t') with F( 2)(,:) given by (20) is in general 
n n 
not linearly independent from F (l) (-r) , and F( 2 ) (,:) must be replaced by a 
logarithmic term [6] ., n n 
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satisfying the equation 
(22) 
primes indicating differentiation with respect to 't' o 
For any positive real number n 9 a solution containing a sonic limit 
line can be obtained by choosing the constant \ in the combination so t hat 
(23) at the sonic value 1 =-2~+1 
For then 'd,tn/oq = 0 for all q ~ 1/~ "' 'lt,o Since the equati on (22) 
is linear9 any linear combination of such solutions (21) wi ll also be a solu-
tion containing a sonic limit line o The discussion of the se c omposite flows 
will be deferred until Seco XIo 
Corresponding to this solution in the 't' ,& - plane, the coordinate func-
tions , from (4) , (5), and (18), are given parametrically in terms of 't' and 
g by 
(24) 
JI 
1 -~ 
n 2 [ 
1 dPn 1 dP J 
- n+l(2~ - nPn)cos(n+l)& - n- l(2't' d't'n + nPn)cos(n-1)& 
{
X "" 1.'t'~(l-,:) 
1 -½ - 1 dP n 1 dP Y = 2 1: (1-'t") ~ [ - +l(2't' - - nP ) sin(n+l)9 ... --(2't' -11 + nP ) sin(n- 1)91 n n . d't' n n-1 d't" n J 
if n f 1, and in the case n ~ 1 
where 
+ f('t') 
dP ( 2't' -1 + P1) ~ ] d't' 
deleting the non-essential constants of integration 
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The case n ~ O, leading to the well-known radial flow will be omitted in 
the discussiono 
We now investigate the shape of the sonic limit line in the physical 
plane corre sponding to any n > O. From (23), (24), and (25) it is given by 
(26) 
2't" ½ (1-,; ) ~ 
t t 
nPn('t"t) 
2't" f ( 1-,; ) ~ 
t t 
1 1 [ +l cos(n+l)& - - 1- cos(n-1)& ] 9 n ~ . 
[ 11 sin(n+l)9 + _L sin(n-1)9] n+ n- 1 
if n f 1 , and in the case n ~ 1 
(27) 
These are the parametric equations of curves (roulettes) which can be 
generated by rolling a circle on the outside or inside of a fixed circle o 
For n > 1 the ratio of the radius of the rolling circle to that of the 
fixed circle is (n-1)/2n and the curves are hypocycloids o For n < 1 
this ratio is (1-n)/2n and the curves are epicycloids. For n c 1 the 
curve is a cycloid and for n c O (the radial flow) the roulette degener-
ates into a circle. When 2n/(n-l) is rational, the s onic limit line will 
close up after a certain number of revolutions . Thus for n ~ ½, ½, 2, 3 
the curves are particularly simple, namely a cardioid, nephroid, a stroid, 
and tricuspid, respectively. 
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In Seco IV we called a point where ·"'1/t. . ,.. ¥. := O for 't' ,.. 't' a higher-
't' 9 · t 
order sonic limit point. Thus for any n, the sonic limit line will have 
higher- order sonic limit points where 
lt-9 ""'t'tJHn('t't) n cos n& ;:: o, 
that is, at the points corresponding to 
( 28 ) 9 ,., 2m+l . .!! 
n 2 
It is precisely at these points that the roulettes have their cusps o The 
general sonic limit line does not necessarily have cusps at its higher-order 
sonic limit points, however. 
Sec. IV) . 
This depends on the vanishing of ¥, (cL gQ 
VII.The associated supersonic limit line and streamlines in the hodograph. 
In addition to the desired sonic limit lines the flows given by ( JS) also 
possess other (nonsonic) limit singularities (cf. Theorem 14). The 
Jacobian of the transformation from the hodograph to the physical plane 
shows that these occur where 
(29) 
For the solutions (lB) these (supersonic) limit lines are the curves 
( 30) 
To inve stigate the shape of these curves we note from(22) that the 
function P ('t') satisfies the equation 
n 
( 31) d [ "C dPn J _ n2 .1-(2~+1)~ p ,. o. 
d"C (l-"t")~ d't' 4 't'(l-1:)~+l n 
Hence if we let 
( 32 ) 
t hen Sn will sat i sfy the Riccati equation 
(33 ) dSn + Ls + Jl. [s 2 - l - (2p+lh J • o. d 't' l-'t' n 2,: n l-'t' 
At t he soni c circle,:• 't't ~ 2~:1 we have the conditions 
(34 ) 
which f ollow from (23) and (33). 
dSn 
-- .,. 0 d't" 
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Now the expression on the right of (?0) becomes indeterminate at ,: ... 't't' 
but applica t i on of L'Hospital's rule leads to 
(3 5) 9 .., 2m+l . .!! 
n 2 
Hence t he supersonic limit line intersects t he sonic limit line at the 
higher-orde r s onic limit points . This was shown to be a general property 
of s onic limit line s in Theorem 12. Moreover it was shown in Trec,rem 15 
that, when lt'gg f O, the supersonic limit line enters the higher-order 
sonic limit point in a cusp. At the maximum circle 't" • 1, again (35) holds. 
For (2m/n)(rr/2) < 9 < [(2m+2)/n](n/2) the super sonic limit line must extend 
from,: ,; ,: to ,: ·"' 1, in two symmetric branches (corresponding to the plus 
t 
and minus signs in (30) ) about the line of symme t ry Q P [(2m+l)/n]( rr/2) . 
In order to determine the number of sheets required to represent the 
f low in the physical plane it is important to know whether the branches of 
the supers oni c limit line in the hodogr aph plane intersect a.gain on the 
line Q P [( 2m+l)/n](rr/2) in the interval,: <,: < 1 . Such supe r sonic double 
t 
limit point s ce rtainly occur for some combinations of F(l)(,:) and F(2)(,:) 
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(see for example Cragg' s doublet [3]). We shall show 9 however, that for 
any n less than a certain value n0 , which we don't compute explicitly, the 
flow represented by (Zl), does not possess such supersonic double limit points. 
From (?O) and ( 32) such a double limit point would have to occur at a 
ze ro of Sn. Now at the initial point "t't of the interval "t't ~ "t' ~l we have, 
on differentiating (33) and using (34), that 
< o, 
so that from (34), Sn("t') is negative in the neighborhood of "t't . Thus if the 
curve S ;::. S ("t') were continuous in the interval 't't < "t' < 1, i t could never 
n n 
cross or touch the "t'-axis in this interval, for it would have to do so with 
non-negative slope and from (33 ) we see that at a zero of S in the super-
n 
sonic re gion dS / d"t' would have to be negative . 
n 
We now investigate the possibility that Sn~ Sn("t') has an infinity 
in the inte rval "t't < "t' < 1. Consider the zero isoclines of (33). The ordi-
nates of these isoclines are given from (33 ) by 
a nd a r e r eal 'v'ihen 
s 
n n(l-,;) 
Now the maximum of (l/'t" - 1) (2~+1-1/-t') occurs at 't' ,. ]/~ + 1 and is ~2• 
Hence for any n s 1, we have fl ~ 0 and the zero isoclines extend from 
't' "" O to ,:- "' 1 and have non-positive slope. From the sketch (Fig. 6 ) it 
is clear that the integral curve Sn('t') which satisfies the conditions (34 ) 
at ,:- "' "Ct cannot have a singularity in the range 't't < "C' < 1, for it must lie 
be low the "t'- axis and cannot cross the zero isoclines which bound it from 
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below o Thus Sn< 0 for all 't"t < 't" < L 
Sn Sn 
1 1 
S1 ~o 
n 
~ 
--
-n 
_1 + 
--
- 1 -- - n - 1 - - n 
-- --
---
--
--I' " 
" S' ""o , 
n ' 
\ 
' 1 
"' Figo 6 : n< 1 
.. 
/-- -n 
l + 
\ 
'\ 
\ 
/' 
I S 1 ,::Q \ 
't" n 1 
0 
Fig o 7 ; 1 < n0 < n 
Consider now the case n > L For n > lj we have b. < Oj and the zero 
isocline split up into two branches as shown in Figo 7 o Thus the integral 
curve S ('t") which satisfies (34) is no longer 11bounded from below" by the 
n 
isoclines, but could have a singularity at some point -t
0 
in the interval 
't" < 't" < 1 such that 
t 
lim 
't"-+'t" -
0 
in the figurej the branch on which lim 
't'+'t" + 
0 
and lim 5 (-t) ""' + oo o 
-r...-. + n 
0 
As shown 
S (-r) ""' + oo will then cross the 
n 
't'- axis with negative slop~ as required by (35) o 
It can be shown from the asymptotic behavior of (33) that such in~ 
finities do in fact occur for large values of no If we let n0 be the 
smallest value of n for which our integral curve first has a singularityj 
t hen it will have singularities (and hence zeroes) for all n greater than n0 • 
»The plus and minus signs indicate regions in which the integral curves 
have positive and negative slopej respectively. 
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The value n0 for which Sn(~) first has zeroes will not be calculated ~xplic-
itly. However , the example worked out in section 1X for the case n "" 2 
exhibits no supersonic double limit points 9 so that we may conclude~> 2. 
}ram these results it is clear then, that for any n <~the supersonic 
limit l ine in the hodograph plane in a flow given by (18) consists for 
(2n/n) ( rr/2) < Q < [(2m+2)/n]( rr/2) of a drop-shaped portion with the line 
G ::= [( 2m+l)/n](rr/2) as axis of symmetry (see for example Fig. 9 ). We will 
not discuss the shape of the supersonic limit line when n ?: n • 
0 
We now turn to a discussion of the streamlines in the hodograph plane 
for the case n < n0 • The straight streamlines are given by 
d 1t, = ~ d~ + t/nd9 ;:: o, d9 = 0 which implies ¥,_ = o. From the 
~ ~ ~ 
expression for the streamfunction (JB) we see that this implies 
m;:(), ±1, ±2 9 • • • • 
By symmetry we need only consider the circular sector O < e < rr/n. By 
interpreting the straight streamlines as boundaries i n the physical plane 
it i s evident tha_t (J8) represents flow about a corner of angle rr-( 11/n) . The 
total angle through which the stream turns is rr/n . 
Let us now consider the non- straight streamli nes in the hod ograph . 
Diffe r entiating (13) along a streamline 
dP 
"' -1! sin n9 d~ + nP cos n9 dG "" 0 ~ n , 
so t hat t he inclination a of the streamline to the radius vector at any 
point of the hodograph is given by 
1 d~ cot nQ pn 
cot a ~-·-~ - ------'--~,-2~ dG 2~ p 1 
and on substituting (18) we find 
( 36) t cot nG co a "" - s 
n 
n 
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Now we have seen above that 
s ... 0 at 't' = '"'t 9 s <o throughout "C't <"C' < l. n n 
By a similar argument to that in the proof above , it can be shown that 
s < 0 throughout 0 < "t' < 't't n 
so that for n < no , 
sign (cot a) C: sign (cot ne.) throughout O<'t'<l. 
Since all streamlines pass through the origin, it is clear then, that as 9 
increases from Oto rr/n the streamlines traverse a c l osed loop, which is 
symmetric a b out the line Q "' rr/2n (see e og. Fig . 9 ) " The curvature of the 
s t r eamline s change s continuously as this loop is traversed, and become s zero 
at the s onic circle 't' .. 't't (in accord with the theory of the sonic limi t line, 
Sec .. IV a nd Th eorem 9 ) e The only exception to this general behavior of t he 
n on - s traight streamlines is the streamline , say 1£ 9 which passes through the C 
higher- order sonic limit point at 't' ~ 't't' 9 • rr/2n . This streamline is given 
by 
'tf. ~ P ('t't)sin n( 2rr) ~ P ('t') c n n n t 
and is known to have a cusp at that point (Theetre!t! 17) . It divides the 
streamlines which do not intersect a limit line (sonic or supersonic) from 
those that do, and will be called the critical streamline '\t o 
C 
Another 
streamline of interest is the one passing through the poi nt 't' ,. 1 9 G "" rr/2n. 
Vie will call this streamline, given by 
the as~ptoti~~treamline , for reasons which will become clear in the next 
section . 
The strea mlines in the hodograph plane may then be divided into three 
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classes: 
(a) those which intersect neither the { nor the fg ?t <V,<::oo, 
C 
(b) those which intersect both the it and the 1 l a < 'lb< '?tc , 
(c) those which intersect only the ft g 0 < ¥ < if'. 0 a 
The behavior of these three types of streamlines in the physical plane is 
radically different . 
V.IJio The physical plane . Consider now the flow in the physical plane corre-
sponding to the hodograph flow i n the typical circular sector O < ~ < 1 9 
0 < G < n/n. From the geometry in the neighborhood of the limit line (sonic 
a nd supersonic) we know that the streamlines are cusped at the limit line 
and conse~uently the region to one side of the limit line becomes multiply 
c overed. Thus the limit lines in the physical plane delineate regions i n 
which the flow changes its multi- valued character (cf. [9] and D.5]). This 
can be envisaged as a folding of the physical plane into a multiply- sheeted 
configuration9 with folds at the limit lines so that each sheet is simply 
covered by the appropriate portion of the total flow 9 and at the limit line 
folds9 the flow passes from one sheet to the appropriate next sheet . Due to 
our choice of the re presentative circular sector in the hodograph the entire 
multi- she ted configuration representing the physical plane is of course 
bounded by the map of the sides of the sector9 i.e. the straight stream-
We have already discussed the shape of the sonic limit line in the 
physical plane. The supersoni c limit line maps into a wedge- shaped curve 
with a cusp at the higher- order sonic limit point , the cusp direction 
c oinciding with that of the sonic limit line . 
The physical plane must thus be envisaged as a quadruply- sheeted 
surface !/ the sheet s corresponding to the regions in the hodograph b ounded 
by ( see F igo 8 ) : 
(I) 0 < ~ ~ ~t 9 G m O 9 
(II) 
(III) P.. p l 9 
(IV) 
The examples in Secs o IX Rtrl X show that portions of sheet I may overlapo 
The streamlines in the physical 
plane behave as followso Initially 
all streamlines have the g ~ 0 direc-
t:i.on o They then bend around in a 
clockwise directi.on and finally all 
a ssume the@ ffl rr/n direction o Be-
tween the se two final states their 
behavior depends on the group to 
which they belong in our classifi-
cation of streamlines in the hodo-
graph plane: 
I V 
Fig. 8 
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(a) These streamlines be nd smoothly about the cusp of the ,;e and neve r 
t 
lea1 re sheet L 
(b) These start on sheet I, are cusped at the dt and pass onto sheet II , 
t 
continue on sheet II until they meet the ot'
1
!1 reflect onto sheet III , 
c ontinue on sheet III until they reach the £ 29 pass there to 
sheet IV !/ continue on sheet IV up to the of, and reflect back 
t 
onto sheet L 
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(c) These start on sheet l y reflect at one branch of t he Lt onto 
sheet II and continue on this sheet to infinity (t he ci rcle ~ ~ 1 
maps into infjnity i n the physical plane) .9 they t hen return on 
sheet I V, and reflect at the other branch of the 
sheet lo 
.;t bac k onto 
t 
Note that the dividing streamline between group (b ) and gr oup (c ) 1 namely 1£a 1 
asymptotically approaches the two branches of the supersonic l imi t line . 
Examples haY:ing t.he features described ab ove are worked out in t he next 
t wo se~t ions o 
X. The son ic limit line flows for n "" 2 and n "" ½. As a representative case 
of the above results consider n "' 2 1 y .. 7/5 . The straight st r eamli nes in 
this example are Q ~ 0 and G * rr/2 1 and this corr esponds t o a c ompressible 
flow about a 90° corner . This particular choice of n is exceptiona l 1 i n 
that one of the solutions of the hyper geometric eq_uati on (?2) is a pol ynomial .9 
and the other is an infinite se r ies i nvolvi ng a logar ithmic te rm. 
The streamfunction in this case is taken to be 
where 
120 ~ r( v+½) r ( v~5) .,.. v 
+ r(½) L_ r ( v- l )v J • .9 
v*o 
The c oordinate functions are.~ from (24- ) ll 
(38 ) 
and the sonic limit line in the physical plane i s consequently the astroid 
1 
"' -~ 3" [ 't ~ 2 ( 1 ..,,,\) ~~ p 2 ( 't"t)] (COS 3@ = 3c OS (}) 9 
l 
"' - ½[1;';2(1....,,;t)~~ P2'-r.1) ] ( s i n 3(} + 3sin G) 9 
or on eliminating G 
The s upe rsonic limit line in the hodograph is given by 
(39 ) 1 ~ 61;~1 P2 tan 2G .. + - ·--·-
- '"C 1...,.- p Il j 
. 2 
and i ts image in t he physical plane is obtained from (08 ) o 
The critical streamline is 
is used near~ ~ lo 
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The streamli ne corresp onding to any fl • Jt
0 
is obtained from (37) and (38)p 
Gr a ph s of the limit lines and selected streamlines in the hodograph and 
in the physical planej respectivelyj are presented in Figso 9 and lOo»~ The 
manner in which the sheets corresponding to the physical plane must be con-
nected is i nd i cated diagrammatically in Figo l J.o 
As another example of the fore going!/ this time exhibiting a sonic limit 
lin·e of the epicycloidal type (namely a nephroid) , we select the case n <= ½o 
Here b oth soluti on s of the hypergeometric equation a re regular and represented 
by infinite s e r i es ~ 
where 
;;;; __ f(½) ~ r ( v+a) r ( v+b) 
r(a)f(b) '1=0 f(v+½)v! 
The mapping to the physical plane is given by 
( 41) 
--·--·------------- -
lU{ 
. In the actual computation of these flows use was made of the tables in 
[ 4] and [ S] j taking due account of the errors in [ 8 ] whic h were pointed out 
in [14] 0 
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I 
Fig 11 : Case n=2. Sketch of multi- sheeted surface corresponding 
to physical plane 
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and the sonic l i mit line is the nephroi d 
The supersonic limit line in the physical plane is obtained from (41) and 
(42) 1 ~ &t-- 1 P1. tan~ ,..+ - --. ---4 
,. - 4't l -'t p~ • 
2 
The critical streamline is 
and the asymptotic streamline is 
r(¾)r(½-a- b) 
.. )(1 
2 r(½-,a)r(~b) 
r (½)r(t-a- b) 
·'--"----~ = 30379760 
f(l- a)f(l-b) 
rhe streamlinesin the physical plane are obtained from (40) and (41). 
Graphs of the limit lines and selected streamlines in the hodograph 
and phys ical plane for this case are shown in }'igs. 12 and 15. Fig. 14 is a 
diagrammatic r epresentation of the sheeted surface replacing the physical 
plane . 
An interesting feature of this flow i s that sheet I overlaps with 
itself o 
X. The sonic limit line flow for n ~ 1. The case n • l is except ional i n 
that both soluti0ns of the form (19) ·and (20) can be given i n closed form1 i n 
fact 
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Fig. 12: Case n= ½. Hodograph plane 
,i, . 4 .10 ,j, • 3.4~ .i,. 3.69 \j, • 4 .10 
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Since the combi nation H1 (,:-) will contain a linear c ombination of the basic 
functions ~- land ,:-- 1 (1...rr)p+l we may write the streamfunction for this case 
in the form 
(43) 
where in order to satisfy (23) we must take 
)( 1" - 2 (_gJL) p 1= - 2 ( ~ ) 5 2p+l 6 "' = 1.2679 0 
In the limit of the incompressible case this solution gives rise to the 
flow around a semi-infinite plane barrier} G • Oj r .:': 0 1 the streamlines being 
confocal parabolas o 
The transformation to the physical plane is given from (25) by 
(44) { 2xl . [J<: r~l(l-'1: ):r + r + ,,.: l]cos 29 + xr ; -.- 1 (l-r) - r - 1d-. + (2f +l ) log ,,. 
2y ~ [K~ 1(1-'t) P + p + ,:- 1]sin 2g - (p+l)(2G) 1 
where the integral in the first expression of (44) can be evaluated i n closed 
form for p • f (y "' t) and is in fact 
(45) j 't'~1(1...rr)-p-1di:- ,,. log 1 -~ + ~ 1 s + g_ 1 3 + 2 1 
. 1 + l+T (l-'t' )2 3 (l-'t")2 (1- ,:-)i 
and the sonic limit line in the physical plane is consequently the cycloi d 
(46) 
{
2x1 = (~+l)cos 2G + constant 
2y1 ~ (~+l)sin 2G - (~+1)(2B) . 
The supersonic limit line in the hodograph is given by 
(47) tan Q ·"' + [(2§+1)-i; - 1l ½ { 
- l.Jt" J )( ){+ (l..Jt:)~+l } + [1+(1+2~)-i;](l-'t")~ 0 
The critical streamline is from (43) 
and the asymptotic streamline is 
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The streamlines and the supersonic limit line in the physical plane are ob-
tained from (43) and (44), and (47) and (44) , respectively. 
A graph of the critical curves in the hodograph plane as well as selected 
streamli nes is presented in Fig. 15. A sketch of the corresponding curves i n 
the physical plane is shown in Fig. 16. The way in which the sheets are con-
nected is shown diagrarrunatically in Fig. 17. 
XI . Superposition of sonic limit line flows for different n. The isolated 
sonic limit line. Superposition of a finite number of sonic limit line solu-
tions (18 ) for different n will again yield a flow with a sonic limit line. 
The coordinate functions may be found by adding the coordinate f unctions (24) 
(3) 
(3) 
. 
\ 
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\ 
\ 
\ 
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of the individual sonic limit line flows. Unfortunately the simple geometric 
character of the sonic limit line in the physical µlane for the separate 
solutions is thereby destroyed. 
However, a simple rule for the geometrical construction of the sonic 
limit line in the physical plane may still be given . Draw the sonic limit 
lines which correspond to the individual solutions. Then add the coordinates 
of the points on the individual sonic limit lines at which the slopes of the 
latter are the same. The curve constructed in this manner will be the sonic 
limit line of the combined solution. This follows from the fact that a sonic 
limit line is always perpendicular to the streamline, so that one is in fact 
adding for the same value of Q, i.e. for the same point in the hodograph. 
In section VI we noted that for any n, the flow constructed from (18) 
necessarily contained a supersonic limit line in addition to the sonic limit 
line. The question arises whether, by superposition, a flow can be con-
structed which is devoid of any supersonic limit singularities and contains 
only a sonic limit line. 
Now given the sonic limit line solution (18) for any n, we can, by adding 
to it a suitable radial flow solution (n .. 0), obtain a flow :,uch that 
(i) the resulting flow continues to possess a sonic limit line and (ii) 1t,9 
retains the same sign along the sonic line. Hence the sonic line consists 
entirely of ordinary limit points ( ¥9 f 0) and it must therefore be an 
isolated sonic limit line by Tneorem 8. In fact we shall see that even in 
the limiting case of the above coni.Jtruction, when ¥9 is allowed to take 
zero values (without changing sign: ~ • O, cf . Theoreml4), the flow 
QQ 
still has an isolated sonic limit line (se~ section IV(ii); an example will 
be presented in Sec. XII). 
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For any n, we have for the solution (18) 
whereas for the radial flow, whose streamfunction is 
(48) 
we have 
If we add (18) and (48) and require that ~ does not change sign anywhere 
9 
on T ~ T we must choose k such that 
t 
(49) I k I ~ :; nP (T ) 
n t ace ording as 
Clearly the addition of the radial flow does not affect the vanishing of ): 
't' 
on the sonic line; hence the resulting flow will continue to possess a sonic 
limit line o Moreover if the strict inequality holds in (49) we have ~9 f o 
for T "" Tt and by Tmarem 8 the sonic limit line is isolatedo 
What happens to the supersonic limit l i ne which appears in a flow 
corresponding to (18) when the radial solution is added to it? l<'rom the 
streamfunction of the combined flow 
rc~,9) ~ k8 + P <~)sin n9 
n 
we see that the supersonic limit line is given by 
( 50) k + P n cos n9 .:. J PQ. P ' sin n9 ~ 0, 
n n 
where we have used the abbreviation 
( 51) 2T(l-'t")~+l p ""-----
(2~+lh-l ' 
Equation (50) may be written 
,. 
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hence for given k 9 only those values of T for which 
(52) 6 = n2P 2 + ~p, 2 - k2 > 0 
n n 
will give real values of eo 
Let us investigate the region in the k,T-plane for which this ine~uality is 
satisfied for some fixed value of n. Certainly the region is bounded by the 
lines T = Tt and Ts lo Differentiating 
making use of Chaplygin 1 s equation in the 
(cfo (9) ) 9 and (51) we have 
k2 c: n2P 2 + ~P 1 2 with respect 
n n 
form P-.i.P 11 + PQ 'p' + n2P --= O 
n n n 
to T, 
so that the boundary curve k2 ;:= n2P 2 + ~P
1 2 of the region (52) is mono-
n n 
tonically decreasing with increasing~ in the range 
of the region (52) is presented in ·Figo 18 • 
A sketch 
k 
1 
Fig o 18 
From this graph we may interpret 
the extent of the supersonic limit 
line in the hodographo Clearly for 
kc O ( the pure sonic limit line 
fl~w) the supersonic limit line ex-
tends from T • Tt to T "" L This re-
mains true for values of k up to 
k c:; jnP n (1)\o However as k increases 
fr~m \nP n (l)j to\ nP n (Tt)! the supersonic 
limit line detaches from the maximum 
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circle 't' = 1 (while remaining attached to the sonic circle 't' ~ 'C't since st'.G = 0 
at some points there) and shrinks towards the sonic circleo For values of k 
such that jnPn(l)j"' k <JnPn('t't)I the supersonic limit line thus extends only 
up to a circle of radius 't'm' say, and 't'm-'C't as k-lnPn('t't) lo For jnPn('t't)i<k 
no real branches of the supersonic limit line exist o 
XI1, A flow with isolated sonic limit lineo As a simple example of a flow 
with an isolated sonic limit line (see SecoXI) we superpose the sonic limit 
line flow for n = 1 and the radial flow corresponding ton c O, i oeo 
where as in (43) 
><. ,= - 2 (_gji_ \ ~ 
2~+1 ) 
(= -10267876 for 
and since p ('t' ) "" - 2 (§+l) (_.?JL) ~ <: o, k must be chosen such that 
1 t ~2~+1 2~+1 
see ( 49) " 
larities 
exactly 
since then 
I k I 2! - P ( 't' ) = 2 ( §+ l) (_.?JL \ ~, 
, l t . ~ 2~+1 2~+1 ) 
In view of our earlier study of higher- order sonic limit singu-
[ ooction IV(ii)] and the preceding section, we choose k to be 
k = 2 (§+l) (.n._ \ ~ 
~ 2~+1 2~+1} 
J. [ ~+l lfg = k + -r 2 K + (1-'t") · ]cos Q, 
1t W ·= - -r-½ [ I( + ( l ..rr) ~ + 1] sin g, 
and the point 't' = 't't' g • 0 will be a higher- order sonic limit point on a 
sonic limit line where ¥. = Oo 
00 
t • 5.6914 yt=O 
"1=-!5.6914 
II b 
Fig. 19 : Isolated sonic !imit line . Hodograph plane CJ1 -.J 
, 
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The coordinates in the physical plane are given by (cf o (44) ) 
1 
+ 2kt'- 2 (1-'t') =~cos Gy 
where the integral in the first expression can be evaluated in closed form (45) 
for y "" 7/5 . The sonic limit line in the physical plane is then given by 
1 
{ 
2x <= 
2y "" 2(~+l)sin G[2 
2(~+l)cos G[2 - cos G] 
- cos Gj 
2j+l 
+ (~+1) + ><.~ 't.- 1(1-'t') - ~=ld-c· + (2~+1)1og 2l+l j 
- 2(r+1)G. 
This curve is the locus of a point moving harmonically on the extended diameter 
of a circle, while the circle in turn rolls on a straight line. It is a 
t r ochoid -like curve and does not possess any cusps. 
The flow in the hodograph plane, and hence naturally also in the physical 
plane9 is of quite a different character from that of the sonic limit line flows 
discussed previously. 
In the hodograph plane the streamlin93no longer form lemniscate-like loops 
inside a circular sector, but behave a s shown in Fig. 19 0 F'or a given value 
of 'i/,= t,L
0 
>O, the streamline in the hodogr aph consists of two portions: 
(i) one above the horizontal axis which meets the sonic limit line and ranges 
from 't' "' 0 through all subsonic and all supersonic values of 't' to the maximum 
value 't' ~ 1, and (ii) one below the horizontal axis which starts at 't' .. O 
and loops around back to 't' ~ 0 without attaining supersonic speeds. The two 
portions which make up the corre sponding streamline 1t ia: - ¥. < 0 f orm the 0 
symmet r i c image of )t ,,. f o i n the axi s G .. O. This explains the symme-
try of the figure. The streamline 1'- .. 6 falls into the above pattern 
in a lirni ting sense ( see Fig. 20 ) 9 it 
degenerates into the straight segment 
9 "' 0 plus the symmetric cusped curve 
which passes through the higher-order 
limit point 't' = 't't' 9 "" 0. 
The corresponding streamlines in 
the physical plane therefore consist of 
subsonic-supersonic portions which are 
cusped at the sonic limit line, and 
regular, purely subsonic portions. 
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1f=O+c-
Fig. 20 
To simplify the discussion of the streamlines in the physical plane we 
restrict ourselves first to that portion of the physical plane which corre-
sponds to the upper half (0 ~ 9 ~ rr) of the hodograph plane. In this range 
lie the cusped portions of some streamlines (0 ~ V,) and the regular portions 
of the rest . Thus we expect the streamlines in the physical plane correspond-
ing to this half of the hodograph to lie on two sheets (a subsonic and a 
supersonic sheet) and the others to lie partially on both sheets. From this 
and the variations of 9 along the streamlines in the hodograph we thus infer 
the following picture (Fig. 21a). Note that parts of the subsonic sheets over-
-lap in a manner similar to that in the second example of Sec . IX. By symmetry 
the portion of the sheeted surface corresponding to the lower half of the 
hodograph is as shown in Fig. 21b. 
To obtain the complete picture we must join the two parts depicted in Figs. 
2 ]a and 21b along the line of symmetry PQR; the result is Fig. 22. Note 
that the entire surface consists of only two sheets - a subsonic and a 
supersonic sheet. However, the individual sheets overlap in parts, so that 
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I 
I L----1========--~ 
lb 
p 
R 
Ia 
R 
IIb 
Figs. 21 a,b: Isolated sonic limit line. Physical plane (schematic) . 
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Ia 
\. I Ia 
Ila Ila 
l b lb 
!Ib 
' 
lb 1 
---..... ..... / \ 
.. .................... ... /""'-....._ 
,,/ ----·· ·-- ···· ·· ··· ·· ····· ··· I 
-I 
I 
I 
"" / sonic limit line 
I 
Ila I I 
---- t:= ===----' 
Ia1 
lb lb 
Ilb Ilb 
Ia 
I Ia 
Fig. 22: Isolated sonic limit line. Sketch of multi - sheeted 
surface corresponding to physical plane. 
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there are regions or single-, triple-, and quintuple- valuedness in parts of 
the x,y-plane. The sonic limit line along which the sheets join is nowhere 
cuspedc 
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APPENDIX 
Asymptotic expansion of the sonic limit line solution. In order to construct 
sonic limit line flows by superimposing an infinite number of streamfunctions 
of the form (18) it is mandatory to know the behavior of P (-i-) for large val-
n 
ues of n 9 particularly in the neighborhood of the sonic value 'C' ~ Tt . In this 
appendix we derive the asymptotic sonic limit line solution which holds in a 
one-sided neighborhood "C't < 't' < 't'l~ where "C'l is some arbitrary point in the 
supersonic region. 
As noted in Sec . VII the sonic limit l i ne combination of hypergeometric 
functions 
(53) 
satisfies the second- order ordinary differential equation 
1-(l +§)'t' dPn _ n2 1-(2~!.ll!. p = 0 
't' ( 1 .Jt"") d't" 4't2 ( 1-'t") n 
which9 on making the substitution 
reduces to 
(54) d
2z _ ~n2 d:.""(2 ~+1.h _ 1- (2~+lh + 2+~ J 
2 2 2 Z', ,. o. a-c-2 4"C' (l'""t') 4T. (l-'t') 4(1.Jt) 
This equation is of th~ general type 
,-
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whe~e q('t" ) has a simple zero at 't" ~ 't"t 
q('t") { :: 
< 0 
and X. ('t") i s ana l yt ic in the interval O < 't" < L For l a r ge n this equation has 
s olutions which a re monotonic for subs onic value s of the argument 't" and oscil-
l at ory for supersonic va lues (Stoke s ' phenomenon) o A general me thod for finding 
asymptotic solut i ons of this type of equation in a neighborhood of t he t r ansit ion 
point was developed by Ro· Eo Langer [ 9] o 
Briefly, I.anger's result pertinent to our case is the followi ngo The equa-
tion (54) ha s the asymptotic integrals 
( ... r- ) \00 
(j) 
where H1 (X) represent the one-third order Hankel functions of j- th ki nd , and 
3 
) (2{3+l)'t"-l ~ 1 ~ - arctan 1 + v 2~+1 arctan ~ 
. ---r v 2~+1 
V('t") 2-(l+'t" 2) r{2§+lh - 11 2 1 t 
+ 7 t +'t"t L l -'t' J O O j ' 
X('t" ~n) • nU('t") o 
The se hold uni formly in tre one sided neighborhood 't"t < 't"< 't"l ('t"1 a r bo ) of 't"t o 
A difficulty i n the method is that a priori it is not known what l i near c ombi -
nat ion of t he 
't"}F ( l) ( 't") and 
n 
a symptotic solutions (55) corresponds to the independent solutions 
.A (2) , 
't" ~F ('t"), respectivelyo The precise correspondence wa s worked 
n 
out by Seif ert [ ]e] and is 
-
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a nd 
~ (2) _ JTi: e- nan¼ V(1:-)X½ {
0
irr(n+¼)H(
1
1) (X) ~l+ Al(-1)] -irr(n++) (2) 1 ~~ 
't" F ('t") - r A/2 v' + e 
6 Hi (X) 11+ d>(n) 
n 4v"t'(l..Jt")~ sin n11 ~ n ~· L 
where 
er = - J =;i arctanh J ;":i + ½log [2 ( y-1)] 7 ("" -lol7 for y "' 5) . 
We aim to find the asymptotic expansion of the particula r combination (21) of 
these two functions, where ~ is chosen such that 
n 
Now on differentiating (56) we obtain 
which on using the result 
and the following well-known relations on Bessel functions 
upper s~gn) 
lower sign 
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lim XvJ (X) • 0 
X:+{) V 
lim XvJ (X) 
x-..o - v 
( 'li+'t" t) h"-+'t't) 
I 
I 
becomes on evaluation at,;• -rt 
2 Tl" 
J; ncr l. { irr 3 i ! 
rr e n' 6 e n 
• 2 £ ( 1---r; ) ~/ 2 e [ V ( -i- ) • 
t t t 
where 
Similarly 
[ g_(,;-½ F (2 ))l d-r n J --r;'-'t"t 
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Thus 
f 
2rr . 
- 2ncr irr(n+¼) [ 3 1 f 
e e e n + )( :s -
n 2 sin n rr . rr 2 rr . i- r_-i .a. 
8 6 ~ 3 n3 + 
where we have used the abbreviation 
6 ,,. -.....--- V ('t't) ·+ V('t't)--- • v(-.t)r(½) [, (1+~)-t·t-1] 
. 23f(!) 2't't (l-'t"t) 
Now forming the sonic limit line combination (53) we have after some lengthy 
computations 
_: 2rri 2rr1 
p (-.) = _ .f,rr e- ncrn-¼V~l~X½ {(e 3 n3' + 6)H½1~ (X) [l+ 0(~)] + (e 3 ni + 6)H!2(x)[~*)] l 
n . 2 J;( l-'t") · ,-----.------'---(-n-,;-·":3 +-~-) [_l_+ _(!)_( 1-)-] ---~---} 
n 
and on making use of the asympt·otic expansion of the Hankel function11 
this becomes 
~ Tiatson, G. N. A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel }unctions. Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 1944 • . 2nd ed., p. 198 . 
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